'IRAQ
wedded, triumphed. The erection of the Court was sanctioned.
Owing to financial and other reasons, it was not instituted,
however, until December 24th, IQ25.1
The transfer of function and authority in financial matters
from the British Administration to the National Government,
perhaps the most complicated and difficult task of all, was
hampered not only by the abnormal conditions resulting from
the Insurrection, but also by the inheritance of a tangled web
of financial transaction between the Military and the Civil
authorities of the previous regime. This legacy conspired to
unsettle the Ministry's operations even after the Cairo Con-
ference, in March, 1921, at which the Finance Minister, Sasun
Effendi, himself taking part, had presumably settled the issues
at stake among the various British authorities.2
An outstanding difficulty also lay in the fact that all matters
pertaining to Finance were not placed under the supervision
of the Ministry. This non-centralization of authority may have
been due to the desire to establish checks on possible unsound
administration. It is more probable that it came about as the
result of the inherited British system which in this case had
been taken over without great alteration. Following the system
in vogue in India, the Civil Administration had introduced two
secretariats, those of Revenue and of Finance, and eventually
a third, that of Commerce, to deal with financial matters.3
Upon the establishment of the provisional Government, the
duties of the Finance Secretary were vested in the Minister of
1	Royal 'Irdda for formation of a Court of Cassation, December 24th, 1925:
Compilation of Laws and Regulations from ist January, 1925, to 31$* December,
1925 (Baghdad, 1926), p 36.
2	For resume^ of financial arrangements reached at the Cairo Conference and
their effect on' Iraq finances, see Note on the Administration of the Public Finances
of'Iraq, ist Apnl, to November, 1924 (Baghdad, 1925), pp. 11-18.
3	For the manifold duties of the Revenue Department, see supra, p. 119.
The Finance Department had dealt with all expenditure, currency and resource
matters, Budget estimates, accounts and audits.  The Secretary for Commerce
had been also Chief Collector of Customs until the abolition of the Secretary-
ship, August, 1920, brought Customs under the Finance Department.   See
Note on Organization of Civil Admin. ofMeso., April, 1920.
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